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nixon coming texas vs
arkansas in dixies last stand
(Read Only)
the true crime author of body of proof investigates the case of an
iowa woman charged with murder for killing her abusive
husband scott and dixie shanahan lived in a gray ranch along
third avenue in the sleepy midwestern town of defiance iowa
with a population of less than 400 everyone in defiance knew the
home for its recurring episodes of screaming mayhem and
horrific domestic violence then one day scott shanahan was gone
some thought the abusive husband had packed his bags and left
town after months went by with still no sign of the volatile wife
beater people began to ask questions but what really happened
to him was so shocking that even long time law enforcement
officials were aghast by the sight and awful smell when dixie was
arrested for scott s murder she made a credible claim of self
defense but how did she manage to live with her husband s
rotting body inside her master bedroom for fourteen months in
dixie s last stand investigative journalist john ferak explores a
tragic tale of marital abuse to ask did dixie shanahan deserve to
be convicted of murder 383 pages water stained acidification
yellow cover a fascinating biography of a forgotten golf legend a
riveting whodunit of a covered up killing a scalding exposé of a
closed society in to win and die in dixie award winning writer
steve eubanks weaves all these elements into a masterly book
that resurrects a superb sportsman and reconstructs a startling
crime j douglas edgar was the british born golfer who broke
every record invented the modern swing and coached such
winners as bobby jones the greatest amateur in history and alexa
stirling the finest female player of her day but on august 8 1921
he was a man dead in the middle of the road the victim
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conventional wisdom said of a hit and run comer howell thought
otherwise he was an atlanta constitution reporter and heir to the
paper s fortune a man frustrated by his reputation as the
pampered boss s son to howell the physical evidence didn t add
up to a car accident as he chronicled edgar s life howell
discovered a working class striver who had risen in the world
through a passion to succeed a quality the newspaperman
admired and as he investigated edgar s death howell also found a
man whose recklessness may have doomed him to a violent
demise cutting cinematically between howell s present and edgar
s championship past to win and die in dixie brilliantly portrays
one man s quest for excellence and another s search for
redemption and the truth their stories meet in a southern society
of plush country club golf courses vast wealth and decadent
secrets filled with the vivid golf writing for which its author is
renowned to win and die in dixie is a real life story both shocking
and inspiring a book that propels steve eubanks to a new level of
literary achievement according to the 1860 census nearly 350
000 native northerners resided in a southern state by the time of
the civil war although northern in birth and upbringing many of
these men and women identified with their adopted section once
they moved south in this innovative study david ross zimring
examines what motivated these americans to change sections
support or not the confederate cause and in many cases rise to
considerable influence in their new homeland by analyzing the
lives of northern emigrants in the south zimring deepens our
understanding of the nature of sectional identity as well as the
strength of confederate nationalism focusing on a representative
sample of emigrants zimring identifies two subgroups adoptive
southerners individuals born and raised in a state above the
mason dixon line but who but did not necessarily join the
confederacy after they moved south and northern confederates
emigrants who sided with the confederacy during the civil war
after analyzing statistical data on states of origin age education
decade of migration and most importantly the reasons why these
individuals embarked for the south in the first place zimring goes
on to explore the prewar lives of adoptive southerners the
adaptations they made with regard to slavery and the factors
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that influenced their allegiances during the secession crisis he
also analyzes their contributions to the confederate military and
home front the emergence of their confederate identities and
nationalism their experiences as prisoners of war in the north
and the reactions they elicited from native southerners in tracing
these journeys from native northerner to confederate veteran
this book reveals not only the complex transformations of
adoptive southerners but also the flexibility of sectional and
national identity before the war and the loss of that flexibility in
its aftermath to live and die in dixie is a thought provoking work
that provides a novel perspective on the revolutionary changes
the civil war unleashed on american society david ross zimring is
an adjunct professor of history at the university of maryland
baltimore county and montgomery college he has published in
west virginia history and the journal of southern history in 1908
baseball was the only game that mattered in the south with no
major league team in the region rivalries between southern
association cities such as atlanta birmingham memphis and new
orleans were heated this season however no city was as baseball
crazed as nashville whose vols had been league doormat in 1907
after an unpromising start the nashville club clawed its way into
contention during the month of july rising into the upper division
then into a battle for first local interest intensified as the
competitive fire of nashville fans was stoked by sharp tongued
columnist grantland rice and the city s three daily newspapers by
the time the vols met the new orleans pelicans for a season
ending series and the championship the city was gripped by a
pennant fever that shut down the commercial district nearly 13
000 people thronged the nashville ballpark sulphur dell for the
third and deciding contest what they saw was described by rice
as the greatest game ever played in dixie unlike many of his
fellows james newton was knowledgeable intuitive and literate
like many of his fellows he was cast into the role of soldier at
only eighteen years of age he was polished enough to write
drumhead and firelight letters of fine literary style it did not take
long for this farm boy turned private to discover the grand
design of the conflict in which he was engaged something which
many of the officers leading the armies never did discover victor
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hicken journal of the illinois state historical society when i wrote
to you last i was at madison with no prospect of leaving very soon
but i got away sooner than i expected to so wrote james newton
upon leaving camp randall for vicksburg in 1863 with the
fourteenth wisconsin volunteer infantry newton who had been a
rural schoolteacher before he joined the union army in 1861
wrote to his parents of his experiences at shiloh corinth
vicksburg on the red river in missouri at nashville at mobile and
as a prisoner of war his letters selected and edited by noted
historian stephen e ambrose reveal newton as a young man who
matured in the war rising in rank from private to lieutenant a
wisconsin boy in dixie reveals newton as a young man who grew
to maturity through his civil war experience rising in rank from
private to lieutenant writing soberly about the less attractive
aspects of army life newton s comments on fraternizing with the
rebs on officers and on discipline are touched with a sense of
humor a soldier s best friend he claimed he also became sensitive
to the importance of political choices after giving lincoln the first
vote he had ever cast newton wrote in doing so i felt that i was
doing my country as much service as i have ever done on the
field of battle reproduction of the original chums in dixie by st
george rathborne how did enslaved african americans in the old
south really experience christmas did christmastime provide
slaves with a lengthy and jubilant respite from labor and the
whip as is generally assumed or is the story far more complex
and troubling in this provocative revisionist and sometimes
chilling account robert e may chides the conventional wisdom for
simplifying black perspectives uncritically accepting southern
white literary tropes about the holiday and overlooking evidence
not only that countless southern whites passed christmases
fearful that their slaves would revolt but also that slavery s most
punitive features persisted at holiday time in yuletide in dixie
may uncovers a dark reality that not only alters our
understanding of that history but also sheds new light on the
breakdown of slavery in the civil war and how false assumptions
about slave christmases afterward became harnessed to myths
undergirding white supremacy in the united states by exposing
the underside of slave christmases may helps us better
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understand the problematic stereotypes of modern southern
historical tourism and why disputes over confederate memory
retain such staying power today a major reinterpretation of
human bondage yuletide in dixie challenges disturbing myths
embedded deeply in our culture the blues were born out of pride
anger and need murder comes from those same dark places one
of memphis most seductive and notorious socialites has
disappeared she s either off on another of her drunken escapades
or the disappearance is something much more frightening what
begins as an ordinary day s work for detective billy able of the
memphis p d quickly grows into a high level spider s web of
tragedy mystery suspicion passion and sordid secrets including a
few of billy s own along with mercy snow the estranged sister of
the missing socialite billy follows a twisted path of human frailty
and corruption to disturbing truths that undermine everything he
thought he knew about himself and the people he loves the
author describes his harrowing capture and imprisonment by the
rebels at sumter prison a k a andersonville prison pen it is not
claimed that this story gives a full and perfect history of the
sufferings of the union prisoners in the south during the civil war
the writer has endeavored to furnish such descriptions and
incidents that give the reader a true picture of rebel prisons and
the means and methods of either surviving or dying in them
during the 1980s the geography of minor league professional
hockey changed radically moving from its roots in the maritime
provinces and in the new england and midwestern states into the
american south in addition to cities like oklahoma city dallas
charlotte and norfolk which had long traditions of minor league
hockey unlikely places such as biloxi baton rouge little rock and
augusta hosted teams over an 18 year period minor league
hockey was played in 72 different southern cities and at one
point there were more minor league teams in texas than in all of
canada hockey night in dixie examines this phenomenon with a
historical overview of the period including interviews with people
involved in the founding and early years of each of the 13
leagues there are also in depth portraits of four teams one from
each of the four lower minor leagues that played during the
200506 season these portraits feature interviews with owners
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coaches players officials fans and reporters illustrated with
photographs hockey night in dixie paints a vivid picture of this
extraordinary development in minor league sports while the
story of the reintegration of professional football in 1946 after
world war ii is a topic that has been covered there is a little
known aspect of this integration that has not been fully explored
after world war ii and up until the mid to late 1960s professional
football teams scheduled numerous preseason games in the
south once african american players started dotting the rosters
of these teams they had to face jim crow conditions early on
black players were barred from playing in some cities most
encountered segregated accommodations when they stayed in
the south and when african americans in these southern cities
came to see their favorite black players perform they were
relegated to segregated seating conditions to add to the
challenges these african american players and fans endured
professional football gradually started placing franchises in still
segregated cities as early as 1937 culminating with the new afl
placing franchises in dallas and houston in 1960 that same year
the nfl followed suit by placing a franchise in dallas now instead
of just visiting a southern city for a day or so to play an exhibition
game african american players that were on the rosters of these
southern teams had to live in these still segregated cities many of
these players being from the north or west coast had never dealt
with de jure or even de facto jim crow laws early on if these
african american players didn t toe the line or fought back via
contract disputes interracial relationships requesting better
living accommodations in the south protesting segregated
seating etc they were traded cut and even blackballed from the
league eventually though as the civil rights movement gained
steam in the 1950s and 1960s african american players were
able to protest the conditions in the south with success much of
what happened in professional football during this time period
coincided with or mirrored events in america and the civil rights
movement examining the growth of the ku klux klan kkk
following the birth of the civil rights movement this book is filled
with tales of the heroic efforts to halt their rise to power shortly
after the success of the montgomery bus boycott the kkk
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determined to keep segregation as the way of life in alabama
staged a resurgence and the strong armed leadership of
governor george c wallace who defied the new civil rights laws
empowered the klan s most violent members although wallace s
power grew not everyone accepted his unjust policies and blacks
such as martin luther king jr j l chestnut and bernard lafayette
began fighting back in the courthouses and schoolhouses as did
young southern lawyers such as charles chuck morgan who
became the aclu s southern director morris dees who cofounded
the southern poverty law center and bill baxley alabama attorney
general who successfully prosecuted the bomber of birmingham
s 16th street baptist church and legally halted some of governor
wallace s agencies designed to slow down integration dozens of
exciting extremely well told stories demonstrate how blacks
defied violence and whites defied public ostracism and
indifference in the face of kidnappings bombings and murders
digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of old times
in dixie land a southern matron s memories by caroline e merrick
digicat publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of
humankind every digicat book has been carefully reproduced for
republishing in a new modern format the books are available in
print as well as ebooks digicat hopes you will treat this work with
the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world
literature only fourteen years old when he first tried enlisting in
the union army he was not quite seventeen when he mustered
out at the end of the war along the way stanton perry allen saw
plenty of fighting and dying and served on the staff of general
george gordon meade the hero of gettysburg in this hilarious at
times irreverent but also sorrowful and respectful memoir allen
brought his skill as a professional writer and observer to the
creation of one of the most pleasurable civil war memoirs you ll
ever read after the war he was a journalist editor lieutenant in
the new york national guard and a clergyman his proximity to
great events and people and his ability to bring those years to life
makes this a cherished personal account of the american civil
war every memoir of the american civil war provides us with
another view of the catastrophe that changed the country forever
for the first time this long out of print volume is available as an
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affordable well formatted book for e readers and smartphones be
sure to look inside by clicking the cover above or download a
sample chums in dixie or the strange cruise of a motorboat by st
george rathborne published by good press good press publishes
a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre from well
known classics literary fiction and non fiction to forgotten or yet
undiscovered gems of world literature we issue the books that
need to be read each good press edition has been meticulously
edited and formatted to boost readability for all e readers and
devices our goal is to produce ebooks that are user friendly and
accessible to everyone in a high quality digital format george
dallas mosgrove was born in louisville kentucky in 1844 and
enlisted in the fourth kentucky cavalry regiment as a private on
september 10 1862 through service as a clerk and orderly in
both regimental and brigade headquarters he became familiar
with the environment of officers and command his eyewitness
account illuminates the western theater of the civil war in
kentucky east tennessee and southwest virginia mosgrove admits
to a romanticism influenced by sir walter scott in his description
of the superiority of the officers and some of the boys in his
regiment at the same time his narrative includes unadorned
passages that depict with stark honesty the sordidness of war
and man s inhumanity mosgrove provides firsthand information
about military actions at blue springs saltville and elsewhere and
relates details of his participation in john hunt morgan s last
kentucky raid and the skirmish where morgan was killed
mosgrove s highly entertaining account is a perceptive and
informative retelling of the truth as he saw it this bison books
edition also contains newly discovered material on morgan s
death reprint of the original first published in 1881 from the new
york times bestselling author of the red hat club comes a
hilarious story of marriage and love and second chances when
elizabeth mooney escaped the shame of her white trash family to
marry the crown prince of her small town howell whittington she
never dreamed that thirty years later she d end up trapped in a
loveless marriage to the cruel banker who s foreclosing on all her
friends then howe has a stroke sitting up in church and when he
wakes up he s at the mercy of all his appetites and emotions
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transformed howe wants to be a real husband which scares
proper repressed elizabeth to death and setting out to right past
wrongs he blackmails the town s baddies into doing the right
thing by threatening to foreclose on their mortgages the ensuing
hilarious rollercoaster ride wakes up not only elizabeth and their
marriage but the whole town and its hidebound institutions over
the course of fifty years in the mid twentieth century fred dixie
walker lived several baseball lives dubbed the successor to babe
ruth after his impressive major league debut in 1931 walker went
from sure fire prospect to injury plagued underachiever to
brooklyn hero to persona non grata because of his complicated
relationship with jackie robinson and finally to redeemed well
respected minor league manager and major league batting coach
the only player to have been a teammate of both babe ruth and
jackie robinson walker is remembered too often for the charge
that he tried to keep robinson from joining the dodgers this
illuminating biography covers walker s rollercoaster career
revealing him to be a gentle man a fiery competitor and one of
the most colorful characters of baseball s most memorable era
stranger in dixie gives a vivid account of the odyssey of a special
man whose endeavours in three different countries in the
nineteenth century demanded great courage and creativity the
novel explores several themes including the trauma experienced
by the affluent when they fall on hard times the motivating force
of a desire for independence the importance of encouragement
not criticism in the nurture of human maturity and how fortune
favours those who will have a go in the face of adversity the
novel is based upon the life of the author s own great
grandfather john oxley the son of an affluent english industrial
family had a highly developed social conscience with respect to
the poor of the yorkshire midlands in the 1840s his growing
interest in left wing british politics took him to a meeting of the
evolving chartist movement where he became involved in a
melee with the local landowners a poor irish tenant farmer had
taken offence at the attitude of one of the english aristocracy
who was trying to address the meeting it s bastards loik you who
profit from our ard work yer children go t bed with full bellies
while ours cry with unger an aggressive murmur of assent went
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up from the angry crowd at this the landlord could contain
himself no longer his eyes blazed with fury and the veins in his
neck stood out in stark relief as he tried to take back the
initiative it s taken me years of hard work to get where i stand
today and i ll be damned if i ll stand by and watch it all crumble
because of scum like you why did you and the rest of you irish
trash come to this country anyway the gentry standing near him
aired their approval of his sentiments with a restrained mumble
of here here england can do without you lazy filthy irish he
shouted with increasing heat go back to hell where you came
from at this remark the meeting broke up in wild confusion most
of the crowd were with the outspoken irishman and began to
look menacingly toward the landlords who were clustering
together for protection suddenly a well dressed youth standing
nearby similarly incensed by the landlord s callous barbs sprang
forward like a wild beast forcefully pushing aside those in his
way you arrogant parasite he yelled as he lunged at the
unsuspecting freeholder the older man staggered back and
landed on the muddy grass grasping his jaw the hero of the
moment was john oxley youngest son of sir richard and lady oxley
a prosperous middle aged couple from midland city of sheffield
why did this youthful affluent yorkshireman subsequently travel
to australia to endure the torturous rigours of the victorian
goldfields and later to the united states only to be confronted by
the terrors of the american civil war do those influences as
shakespeare s hamlet has put it constitute the divinity that
shapes our ends rough hew them how we will john oxley s life
was radically changed after his trial and conviction on contrived
charges so much so that to minimise the disgrace to his family he
changed his name to john francis john stood there dumfounded
unable to comprehend the severity of his sentence fifteen years a
wry smile passed momentarily across his face the irony of the
situation had not escaped him here he was the son of a well to do
british industrialist about to be sent as a convict to the other end
of the earth following a poor bog irish girl who was a free settler
but the gravity of his position soon overwhelmed him as the
justice continued john francis you will be taken to a prison hulk
at woolwich where you will be held until you are transported to
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van diemen s land take him down the magistrate s words pierced
john s soul like an arrow and his heart was suddenly heavy with
loneliness love and politics were proving to be severe
taskmasters in an attempt to frustrate the developing friendship
between john and anna george s rip snorting southern fried
paranormal debut delivers hilarious one liners sexy alpha males
and plenty of mayhem publishers weekly a warrior a demon and
the girl next door addy corwin is a florist with an attitude a bad
attitude or so her mama says cause she s not looking for a man
mama s wrong addy has looked there s just not much to choose
from in hannah her small alabama hometown until brand
dalvahni shows up a supernaturally sexy breathtakingly well built
hunk of a warrior from well not from around here that s for sure
mama thinks he might be european or maybe even a yankee
brand says he s from another dimension addy couldn t care less
where he s from he s gorgeous serious muscles disturbing green
eyes brand really gets her going too bad he s a whack job says he
s come to rescue her from a demon puh lease but right after
brand shows up strange things start to happen dogs talk and
reanimated corpses stalk the quiet streets of hannah her mortal
enemy meredith otherwise known as the death starr breaks out
in a severe and inexplicable case of butt boils addy might not
know what s going on but she definitely wants a certain sexy
demon hunter by her side when it all goes down a not to be
missed southern fried bawdy hilarious romp beverly barton new
york times bestselling author a demonically wicked good time
angie fox new york times bestselling author a steel magnolia
meets conan the barbarian in one of the best books i have ever
read amazingly hilarious fresh fiction who really wrote the
classic song dixie a white musician or an african american family
of musicians and performers thirteen months in dixie tells a
rollicking tale of adventure captivity hardship and heroism
during the last year of the civil war in the protagonist s own
words after being hidden away for decades as a family heirloom
the incredible manuscript is finally available annotated and
illustrated for the first time oscar federhen was a new recruit to
the 13th independent battery massachusetts light artillery when
he shipped out to louisiana in the spring of 1864 to participate in
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the red river campaign not long after his arrival at the front a
combination of ill luck and bad timing led to his capture federhen
was marched overland to tyler texas where he was held as a
prisoner of war in camp ford the largest pow camp west of the
mississippi river thirteen months in dixie recounts federhen s
always thrilling and occasionally horrifying ordeals as a starving
prisoner the captured artillerist tried his hand at escaping
several times and faced sadistic guards and vicious hounds
before finally succeeding but his ordeal was just beginning the
young soldier faced a series of challenges as he made his way
cross country through northeast texas to reach union lines
federhen had to dodge regular confederates brigands and even
comanches in his effort to get home he rode for a time with rebel
irregular cavalry during which he witnessed robberies and even
cold blooded murder when he was recaptured and thought to be
a potential deserter he escaped yet again and continued his bid
for freedom federhen wrote his recollections in lively engaging
style not long after the war but they sat unpublished until
jeaninne surette honstein and steven knowlton carefully
transcribed and annotated his incredible manuscript numerous
illustrations grace the pages including two from federhen s own
pen thirteen months in dixie is not only a gripping true story that
would have otherwise been lost to history but a valuable primary
source about the lives of civil war prisoners and everyday texans
during the conflict the boy scouts down in dixie or the strange
secret of alligator swamp by herbert carter takes readers on an
adventurous journey with the boy scouts carter s storytelling
captures the spirit of camaraderie and exploration as the boy
scouts uncover the mysterious secret of alligator swamp this
book is an engaging read for young readers and fans of
adventure stories emphasizing teamwork resourcefulness and
the thrill of discovery a biography of fred dixie walker a gifted
ballplayer who played in the majors for 18 seasons and in 1 905
games assembling a career batting average of 306 while playing
for the yankees white sox tigers dodgers and pirates
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Dixie's Last Stand
2015-01-15

the true crime author of body of proof investigates the case of an
iowa woman charged with murder for killing her abusive
husband scott and dixie shanahan lived in a gray ranch along
third avenue in the sleepy midwestern town of defiance iowa
with a population of less than 400 everyone in defiance knew the
home for its recurring episodes of screaming mayhem and
horrific domestic violence then one day scott shanahan was gone
some thought the abusive husband had packed his bags and left
town after months went by with still no sign of the volatile wife
beater people began to ask questions but what really happened
to him was so shocking that even long time law enforcement
officials were aghast by the sight and awful smell when dixie was
arrested for scott s murder she made a credible claim of self
defense but how did she manage to live with her husband s
rotting body inside her master bedroom for fourteen months in
dixie s last stand investigative journalist john ferak explores a
tragic tale of marital abuse to ask did dixie shanahan deserve to
be convicted of murder

A Boy Spy in Dixie
1897

383 pages water stained acidification yellow cover

To Win and Die in Dixie
2010-03-30

a fascinating biography of a forgotten golf legend a riveting
whodunit of a covered up killing a scalding exposé of a closed
society in to win and die in dixie award winning writer steve
eubanks weaves all these elements into a masterly book that
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resurrects a superb sportsman and reconstructs a startling crime
j douglas edgar was the british born golfer who broke every
record invented the modern swing and coached such winners as
bobby jones the greatest amateur in history and alexa stirling the
finest female player of her day but on august 8 1921 he was a
man dead in the middle of the road the victim conventional
wisdom said of a hit and run comer howell thought otherwise he
was an atlanta constitution reporter and heir to the paper s
fortune a man frustrated by his reputation as the pampered boss
s son to howell the physical evidence didn t add up to a car
accident as he chronicled edgar s life howell discovered a
working class striver who had risen in the world through a
passion to succeed a quality the newspaperman admired and as
he investigated edgar s death howell also found a man whose
recklessness may have doomed him to a violent demise cutting
cinematically between howell s present and edgar s
championship past to win and die in dixie brilliantly portrays one
man s quest for excellence and another s search for redemption
and the truth their stories meet in a southern society of plush
country club golf courses vast wealth and decadent secrets filled
with the vivid golf writing for which its author is renowned to
win and die in dixie is a real life story both shocking and
inspiring a book that propels steve eubanks to a new level of
literary achievement

To Live and Die in Dixie
2014-12-31

according to the 1860 census nearly 350 000 native northerners
resided in a southern state by the time of the civil war although
northern in birth and upbringing many of these men and women
identified with their adopted section once they moved south in
this innovative study david ross zimring examines what
motivated these americans to change sections support or not the
confederate cause and in many cases rise to considerable
influence in their new homeland by analyzing the lives of
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northern emigrants in the south zimring deepens our
understanding of the nature of sectional identity as well as the
strength of confederate nationalism focusing on a representative
sample of emigrants zimring identifies two subgroups adoptive
southerners individuals born and raised in a state above the
mason dixon line but who but did not necessarily join the
confederacy after they moved south and northern confederates
emigrants who sided with the confederacy during the civil war
after analyzing statistical data on states of origin age education
decade of migration and most importantly the reasons why these
individuals embarked for the south in the first place zimring goes
on to explore the prewar lives of adoptive southerners the
adaptations they made with regard to slavery and the factors
that influenced their allegiances during the secession crisis he
also analyzes their contributions to the confederate military and
home front the emergence of their confederate identities and
nationalism their experiences as prisoners of war in the north
and the reactions they elicited from native southerners in tracing
these journeys from native northerner to confederate veteran
this book reveals not only the complex transformations of
adoptive southerners but also the flexibility of sectional and
national identity before the war and the loss of that flexibility in
its aftermath to live and die in dixie is a thought provoking work
that provides a novel perspective on the revolutionary changes
the civil war unleashed on american society david ross zimring is
an adjunct professor of history at the university of maryland
baltimore county and montgomery college he has published in
west virginia history and the journal of southern history

ÒThe Greatest Game Ever Played in
DixieÓ
2007-06-21

in 1908 baseball was the only game that mattered in the south
with no major league team in the region rivalries between
southern association cities such as atlanta birmingham memphis
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and new orleans were heated this season however no city was as
baseball crazed as nashville whose vols had been league doormat
in 1907 after an unpromising start the nashville club clawed its
way into contention during the month of july rising into the
upper division then into a battle for first local interest intensified
as the competitive fire of nashville fans was stoked by sharp
tongued columnist grantland rice and the city s three daily
newspapers by the time the vols met the new orleans pelicans for
a season ending series and the championship the city was
gripped by a pennant fever that shut down the commercial
district nearly 13 000 people thronged the nashville ballpark
sulphur dell for the third and deciding contest what they saw was
described by rice as the greatest game ever played in dixie

A Wisconsin Boy in Dixie
1995

unlike many of his fellows james newton was knowledgeable
intuitive and literate like many of his fellows he was cast into the
role of soldier at only eighteen years of age he was polished
enough to write drumhead and firelight letters of fine literary
style it did not take long for this farm boy turned private to
discover the grand design of the conflict in which he was
engaged something which many of the officers leading the
armies never did discover victor hicken journal of the illinois
state historical society when i wrote to you last i was at madison
with no prospect of leaving very soon but i got away sooner than
i expected to so wrote james newton upon leaving camp randall
for vicksburg in 1863 with the fourteenth wisconsin volunteer
infantry newton who had been a rural schoolteacher before he
joined the union army in 1861 wrote to his parents of his
experiences at shiloh corinth vicksburg on the red river in
missouri at nashville at mobile and as a prisoner of war his
letters selected and edited by noted historian stephen e ambrose
reveal newton as a young man who matured in the war rising in
rank from private to lieutenant a wisconsin boy in dixie reveals
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newton as a young man who grew to maturity through his civil
war experience rising in rank from private to lieutenant writing
soberly about the less attractive aspects of army life newton s
comments on fraternizing with the rebs on officers and on
discipline are touched with a sense of humor a soldier s best
friend he claimed he also became sensitive to the importance of
political choices after giving lincoln the first vote he had ever
cast newton wrote in doing so i felt that i was doing my country
as much service as i have ever done on the field of battle

Chums in Dixie
2018-05-15

reproduction of the original chums in dixie by st george
rathborne

Yuletide in Dixie
2019-10-15

how did enslaved african americans in the old south really
experience christmas did christmastime provide slaves with a
lengthy and jubilant respite from labor and the whip as is
generally assumed or is the story far more complex and troubling
in this provocative revisionist and sometimes chilling account
robert e may chides the conventional wisdom for simplifying
black perspectives uncritically accepting southern white literary
tropes about the holiday and overlooking evidence not only that
countless southern whites passed christmases fearful that their
slaves would revolt but also that slavery s most punitive features
persisted at holiday time in yuletide in dixie may uncovers a dark
reality that not only alters our understanding of that history but
also sheds new light on the breakdown of slavery in the civil war
and how false assumptions about slave christmases afterward
became harnessed to myths undergirding white supremacy in the
united states by exposing the underside of slave christmases may
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helps us better understand the problematic stereotypes of
modern southern historical tourism and why disputes over
confederate memory retain such staying power today a major
reinterpretation of human bondage yuletide in dixie challenges
disturbing myths embedded deeply in our culture

A Little Death in Dixie
2010-06-04

the blues were born out of pride anger and need murder comes
from those same dark places one of memphis most seductive and
notorious socialites has disappeared she s either off on another
of her drunken escapades or the disappearance is something
much more frightening what begins as an ordinary day s work for
detective billy able of the memphis p d quickly grows into a high
level spider s web of tragedy mystery suspicion passion and
sordid secrets including a few of billy s own along with mercy
snow the estranged sister of the missing socialite billy follows a
twisted path of human frailty and corruption to disturbing truths
that undermine everything he thought he knew about himself
and the people he loves

Prison Life in Dixie
1880

the author describes his harrowing capture and imprisonment by
the rebels at sumter prison a k a andersonville prison pen

Prison Life in Dixie
1999-02

it is not claimed that this story gives a full and perfect history of
the sufferings of the union prisoners in the south during the civil
war the writer has endeavored to furnish such descriptions and
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incidents that give the reader a true picture of rebel prisons and
the means and methods of either surviving or dying in them

Prison Life in Dixie
1999-06

during the 1980s the geography of minor league professional
hockey changed radically moving from its roots in the maritime
provinces and in the new england and midwestern states into the
american south in addition to cities like oklahoma city dallas
charlotte and norfolk which had long traditions of minor league
hockey unlikely places such as biloxi baton rouge little rock and
augusta hosted teams over an 18 year period minor league
hockey was played in 72 different southern cities and at one
point there were more minor league teams in texas than in all of
canada hockey night in dixie examines this phenomenon with a
historical overview of the period including interviews with people
involved in the founding and early years of each of the 13
leagues there are also in depth portraits of four teams one from
each of the four lower minor leagues that played during the
200506 season these portraits feature interviews with owners
coaches players officials fans and reporters illustrated with
photographs hockey night in dixie paints a vivid picture of this
extraordinary development in minor league sports

A Rebellion in Dixie
2017-09-05

while the story of the reintegration of professional football in
1946 after world war ii is a topic that has been covered there is a
little known aspect of this integration that has not been fully
explored after world war ii and up until the mid to late 1960s
professional football teams scheduled numerous preseason
games in the south once african american players started dotting
the rosters of these teams they had to face jim crow conditions
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early on black players were barred from playing in some cities
most encountered segregated accommodations when they stayed
in the south and when african americans in these southern cities
came to see their favorite black players perform they were
relegated to segregated seating conditions to add to the
challenges these african american players and fans endured
professional football gradually started placing franchises in still
segregated cities as early as 1937 culminating with the new afl
placing franchises in dallas and houston in 1960 that same year
the nfl followed suit by placing a franchise in dallas now instead
of just visiting a southern city for a day or so to play an exhibition
game african american players that were on the rosters of these
southern teams had to live in these still segregated cities many of
these players being from the north or west coast had never dealt
with de jure or even de facto jim crow laws early on if these
african american players didn t toe the line or fought back via
contract disputes interracial relationships requesting better
living accommodations in the south protesting segregated
seating etc they were traded cut and even blackballed from the
league eventually though as the civil rights movement gained
steam in the 1950s and 1960s african american players were
able to protest the conditions in the south with success much of
what happened in professional football during this time period
coincided with or mirrored events in america and the civil rights
movement

Hockey Night in Dixie
2006

examining the growth of the ku klux klan kkk following the birth
of the civil rights movement this book is filled with tales of the
heroic efforts to halt their rise to power shortly after the success
of the montgomery bus boycott the kkk determined to keep
segregation as the way of life in alabama staged a resurgence
and the strong armed leadership of governor george c wallace
who defied the new civil rights laws empowered the klan s most
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violent members although wallace s power grew not everyone
accepted his unjust policies and blacks such as martin luther
king jr j l chestnut and bernard lafayette began fighting back in
the courthouses and schoolhouses as did young southern lawyers
such as charles chuck morgan who became the aclu s southern
director morris dees who cofounded the southern poverty law
center and bill baxley alabama attorney general who successfully
prosecuted the bomber of birmingham s 16th street baptist
church and legally halted some of governor wallace s agencies
designed to slow down integration dozens of exciting extremely
well told stories demonstrate how blacks defied violence and
whites defied public ostracism and indifference in the face of
kidnappings bombings and murders

To Live and Play in Dixie
2021-11-15

digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of old times
in dixie land a southern matron s memories by caroline e merrick
digicat publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of
humankind every digicat book has been carefully reproduced for
republishing in a new modern format the books are available in
print as well as ebooks digicat hopes you will treat this work with
the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world
literature

Fast and Loose in Dixie
1880

only fourteen years old when he first tried enlisting in the union
army he was not quite seventeen when he mustered out at the
end of the war along the way stanton perry allen saw plenty of
fighting and dying and served on the staff of general george
gordon meade the hero of gettysburg in this hilarious at times
irreverent but also sorrowful and respectful memoir allen
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brought his skill as a professional writer and observer to the
creation of one of the most pleasurable civil war memoirs you ll
ever read after the war he was a journalist editor lieutenant in
the new york national guard and a clergyman his proximity to
great events and people and his ability to bring those years to life
makes this a cherished personal account of the american civil
war every memoir of the american civil war provides us with
another view of the catastrophe that changed the country forever
for the first time this long out of print volume is available as an
affordable well formatted book for e readers and smartphones be
sure to look inside by clicking the cover above or download a
sample

Fighting the Devil in Dixie
2011-01-01

chums in dixie or the strange cruise of a motorboat by st george
rathborne published by good press good press publishes a wide
range of titles that encompasses every genre from well known
classics literary fiction and non fiction to forgotten or yet
undiscovered gems of world literature we issue the books that
need to be read each good press edition has been meticulously
edited and formatted to boost readability for all e readers and
devices our goal is to produce ebooks that are user friendly and
accessible to everyone in a high quality digital format

Life in Dixie During the War
1892

george dallas mosgrove was born in louisville kentucky in 1844
and enlisted in the fourth kentucky cavalry regiment as a private
on september 10 1862 through service as a clerk and orderly in
both regimental and brigade headquarters he became familiar
with the environment of officers and command his eyewitness
account illuminates the western theater of the civil war in
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kentucky east tennessee and southwest virginia mosgrove admits
to a romanticism influenced by sir walter scott in his description
of the superiority of the officers and some of the boys in his
regiment at the same time his narrative includes unadorned
passages that depict with stark honesty the sordidness of war
and man s inhumanity mosgrove provides firsthand information
about military actions at blue springs saltville and elsewhere and
relates details of his participation in john hunt morgan s last
kentucky raid and the skirmish where morgan was killed
mosgrove s highly entertaining account is a perceptive and
informative retelling of the truth as he saw it this bison books
edition also contains newly discovered material on morgan s
death

Old Times in Dixie Land: A Southern
Matron's Memories
2022-07-31

reprint of the original first published in 1881

Down in Dixie: Life in a Cavalry
Regiment (Expanded, Annotated)
2016-11-16

from the new york times bestselling author of the red hat club
comes a hilarious story of marriage and love and second chances
when elizabeth mooney escaped the shame of her white trash
family to marry the crown prince of her small town howell
whittington she never dreamed that thirty years later she d end
up trapped in a loveless marriage to the cruel banker who s
foreclosing on all her friends then howe has a stroke sitting up in
church and when he wakes up he s at the mercy of all his
appetites and emotions transformed howe wants to be a real
husband which scares proper repressed elizabeth to death and
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setting out to right past wrongs he blackmails the town s baddies
into doing the right thing by threatening to foreclose on their
mortgages the ensuing hilarious rollercoaster ride wakes up not
only elizabeth and their marriage but the whole town and its
hidebound institutions

Chums in Dixie; or, The Strange Cruise
of a Motorboat
2023-10-04

over the course of fifty years in the mid twentieth century fred
dixie walker lived several baseball lives dubbed the successor to
babe ruth after his impressive major league debut in 1931 walker
went from sure fire prospect to injury plagued underachiever to
brooklyn hero to persona non grata because of his complicated
relationship with jackie robinson and finally to redeemed well
respected minor league manager and major league batting coach
the only player to have been a teammate of both babe ruth and
jackie robinson walker is remembered too often for the charge
that he tried to keep robinson from joining the dodgers this
illuminating biography covers walker s rollercoaster career
revealing him to be a gentle man a fiery competitor and one of
the most colorful characters of baseball s most memorable era

Kentucky Cavaliers in Dixie
1999-02-01

stranger in dixie gives a vivid account of the odyssey of a special
man whose endeavours in three different countries in the
nineteenth century demanded great courage and creativity the
novel explores several themes including the trauma experienced
by the affluent when they fall on hard times the motivating force
of a desire for independence the importance of encouragement
not criticism in the nurture of human maturity and how fortune
favours those who will have a go in the face of adversity the
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novel is based upon the life of the author s own great
grandfather john oxley the son of an affluent english industrial
family had a highly developed social conscience with respect to
the poor of the yorkshire midlands in the 1840s his growing
interest in left wing british politics took him to a meeting of the
evolving chartist movement where he became involved in a
melee with the local landowners a poor irish tenant farmer had
taken offence at the attitude of one of the english aristocracy
who was trying to address the meeting it s bastards loik you who
profit from our ard work yer children go t bed with full bellies
while ours cry with unger an aggressive murmur of assent went
up from the angry crowd at this the landlord could contain
himself no longer his eyes blazed with fury and the veins in his
neck stood out in stark relief as he tried to take back the
initiative it s taken me years of hard work to get where i stand
today and i ll be damned if i ll stand by and watch it all crumble
because of scum like you why did you and the rest of you irish
trash come to this country anyway the gentry standing near him
aired their approval of his sentiments with a restrained mumble
of here here england can do without you lazy filthy irish he
shouted with increasing heat go back to hell where you came
from at this remark the meeting broke up in wild confusion most
of the crowd were with the outspoken irishman and began to
look menacingly toward the landlords who were clustering
together for protection suddenly a well dressed youth standing
nearby similarly incensed by the landlord s callous barbs sprang
forward like a wild beast forcefully pushing aside those in his
way you arrogant parasite he yelled as he lunged at the
unsuspecting freeholder the older man staggered back and
landed on the muddy grass grasping his jaw the hero of the
moment was john oxley youngest son of sir richard and lady oxley
a prosperous middle aged couple from midland city of sheffield
why did this youthful affluent yorkshireman subsequently travel
to australia to endure the torturous rigours of the victorian
goldfields and later to the united states only to be confronted by
the terrors of the american civil war do those influences as
shakespeare s hamlet has put it constitute the divinity that
shapes our ends rough hew them how we will john oxley s life
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was radically changed after his trial and conviction on contrived
charges so much so that to minimise the disgrace to his family he
changed his name to john francis john stood there dumfounded
unable to comprehend the severity of his sentence fifteen years a
wry smile passed momentarily across his face the irony of the
situation had not escaped him here he was the son of a well to do
british industrialist about to be sent as a convict to the other end
of the earth following a poor bog irish girl who was a free settler
but the gravity of his position soon overwhelmed him as the
justice continued john francis you will be taken to a prison hulk
at woolwich where you will be held until you are transported to
van diemen s land take him down the magistrate s words pierced
john s soul like an arrow and his heart was suddenly heavy with
loneliness love and politics were proving to be severe
taskmasters in an attempt to frustrate the developing friendship
between john and anna

Prison Life in Dixie. Giving a Short
History of the Inhuman and Barbarous
Treatment of Our Soldiers by Rebel
Authorities
2024-05-03

george s rip snorting southern fried paranormal debut delivers
hilarious one liners sexy alpha males and plenty of mayhem
publishers weekly a warrior a demon and the girl next door addy
corwin is a florist with an attitude a bad attitude or so her mama
says cause she s not looking for a man mama s wrong addy has
looked there s just not much to choose from in hannah her small
alabama hometown until brand dalvahni shows up a
supernaturally sexy breathtakingly well built hunk of a warrior
from well not from around here that s for sure mama thinks he
might be european or maybe even a yankee brand says he s from
another dimension addy couldn t care less where he s from he s
gorgeous serious muscles disturbing green eyes brand really
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gets her going too bad he s a whack job says he s come to rescue
her from a demon puh lease but right after brand shows up
strange things start to happen dogs talk and reanimated corpses
stalk the quiet streets of hannah her mortal enemy meredith
otherwise known as the death starr breaks out in a severe and
inexplicable case of butt boils addy might not know what s going
on but she definitely wants a certain sexy demon hunter by her
side when it all goes down a not to be missed southern fried
bawdy hilarious romp beverly barton new york times bestselling
author a demonically wicked good time angie fox new york times
bestselling author a steel magnolia meets conan the barbarian in
one of the best books i have ever read amazingly hilarious fresh
fiction

Waking Up in Dixie
2010-09-14

who really wrote the classic song dixie a white musician or an
african american family of musicians and performers

Dixie Walker
2014-01-10

thirteen months in dixie tells a rollicking tale of adventure
captivity hardship and heroism during the last year of the civil
war in the protagonist s own words after being hidden away for
decades as a family heirloom the incredible manuscript is finally
available annotated and illustrated for the first time oscar
federhen was a new recruit to the 13th independent battery
massachusetts light artillery when he shipped out to louisiana in
the spring of 1864 to participate in the red river campaign not
long after his arrival at the front a combination of ill luck and bad
timing led to his capture federhen was marched overland to tyler
texas where he was held as a prisoner of war in camp ford the
largest pow camp west of the mississippi river thirteen months in
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dixie recounts federhen s always thrilling and occasionally
horrifying ordeals as a starving prisoner the captured artillerist
tried his hand at escaping several times and faced sadistic
guards and vicious hounds before finally succeeding but his
ordeal was just beginning the young soldier faced a series of
challenges as he made his way cross country through northeast
texas to reach union lines federhen had to dodge regular
confederates brigands and even comanches in his effort to get
home he rode for a time with rebel irregular cavalry during
which he witnessed robberies and even cold blooded murder
when he was recaptured and thought to be a potential deserter
he escaped yet again and continued his bid for freedom federhen
wrote his recollections in lively engaging style not long after the
war but they sat unpublished until jeaninne surette honstein and
steven knowlton carefully transcribed and annotated his
incredible manuscript numerous illustrations grace the pages
including two from federhen s own pen thirteen months in dixie
is not only a gripping true story that would have otherwise been
lost to history but a valuable primary source about the lives of
civil war prisoners and everyday texans during the conflict

Down in Dixie
1892

the boy scouts down in dixie or the strange secret of alligator
swamp by herbert carter takes readers on an adventurous
journey with the boy scouts carter s storytelling captures the
spirit of camaraderie and exploration as the boy scouts uncover
the mysterious secret of alligator swamp this book is an engaging
read for young readers and fans of adventure stories
emphasizing teamwork resourcefulness and the thrill of
discovery

Stranger in Dixie
2011-03
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a biography of fred dixie walker a gifted ballplayer who played in
the majors for 18 seasons and in 1 905 games assembling a
career batting average of 306 while playing for the yankees
white sox tigers dodgers and pirates

Ohio Boys in Dixie
1863

The Devil in Dixie
1865

Demon Hunting in Dixie
2016-03-22

Way Up North in Dixie
2003

Fifteen Months in Dixie, Or, My
Personal Experience in Rebel Prisons
1889

A Night in Dixie, Or, Kilpatrick's Ride
to Richmond
1883
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Beyond the Lines, Or, A Yankee
Prisoner Loose in Dixie
1863

Adrift in Dixie, Or, a Yankee Officer
Among the Rebels
1866

Thirteen Months in Dixie, or, the
Adventures of a Federal Prisoner in
Texas
2022-08-15

The Boy Scouts Down in Dixie; or, The
Strange Secret of Alligator Swamp
2023-10-27

Dixie Walker of the Dodgers
2010-06-16

What I Saw in Dixie, Or, Sixteen
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Months in Rebel Prisons
1868

Dixie National Forest (N.F.), Motorized
Travel Plan
2009
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